WadzPay – The Christmas Gift for Everyone
Separated from your loved ones this festive period? Running out of ideas for Christmas
gifts? This year, take them by surprise with a gift of digital currency. This is how it
works.
Singapore, Singapore Dec 24, 2020. Just recently, Bitcoin breached USD$24,000 for
the first time in history. For years of people seeing it as a speculative fervor that will
eventually lead to a bust, Bitcoin is now startlingly up 220% this year. Likewise,
cryptocurrency-linked stocks have continued to climb.
Amidst growing uncertainty in the current economic climate, cryptocurrency users have
already exceeded 40 million. Even governments around the world are scrambling to
launch their own national cryptocurrencies to ride the wave and tap into the benefits of
blockchain technology. This explains why the world is clamoring for increased adoption
of cryptocurrencies.
However, one of the biggest concerns facing most cryptocurrency owners is the
availability of a secure yet flexible platform for them to spend their tokens.
Well, there certainly is a platform well poised to cater to most cryptocurrency owners –
enter WadzPay, which has just launched their very own digital asset App.
With seasoned entrepreneurs at the helm boasting decades of combined corporate and
banking experience, WadzPay has immaculately positioned itself to effectively establish
markets in Asia and is well on track to expand to the rest of the world.
Already, more than a thousand merchants are on board with WadzPay in just a short
period of time, which outlines their intense desire to drive adoption rates to benefit
consumers and merchants alike. WadzPay has also garnered support from a few
governments in Southeast Asia, an incredibly rare feat that serves to further highlight their
immense potential.
With WadzPay App, consumers gain access to their very own digital currency wallet,
enabling them to add funds in almost any digital currency, pay for purchases at WadzPay
merchants worldwide, or even transfer currency to friends and families. Merchants can
use the app to receive payments easily with a QR code.
Yes, you did not read wrong. WadzPay plans to support EVERY digital currency – and
that includes Bitcoin, Ethereum, Alts, Stable Coins, Sovereign currencies, and more! As
a start, in the launch month, users will be able to use Bitcoin, Ethereum, and WadzPay’s
own token: WadzPay Token (WTK).
Registration takes under a minute, and users will instantly be able to send and receive
cryptocurrency. With no technical or financial knowledge needed, anyone in the world can
use Wadzpay App to their advantage in all ways possible, like purchasing any item online
and offline, peer to peer transfer, and more.

By being built around the principles of simplicity, security, and efficiency, all that is
required is a smartphone with an internet connection and you are on the way to be part
of this amazing ecosystem.
Look forward to upcoming collaborations with many major digital currencies which will
allow the masses to utilise their holdings wisely with WadzPay.
What’s more, with the WadzPay App set to launch this Christmas period, users can get
into the spirit of giving this festive season by sending digital currency to their loved ones
seamlessly through WadzPay!
2021 will be a very fascinating year for Wadzpay as they spearhead their upcoming
development and expansion plans with consumers at the forefront of their strategies.

